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The Brookings Metro Program focuses on the well-being of major
U.S. cities and metros with active work in 40+ regions and states
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1 | What is inequality?
2 | Why care about inequality in cities?
3 | How unequal are cities?
4 | Does city inequality matter?
5 | What should cities do about inequality?

1 | What is inequality?

4

Inequality expresses differences in the distribution of
resources among members of a society/economy
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Income inequality is often expressed through measures
of the income distribution
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The United States exhibits higher income inequality than
most developed-nation peers
Mexico (0.46)
United States (0.39)
Canada (0.32)
Gini coefficient,
OECD countries,
2012

Denmark (0.25)
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U.S. income inequality has risen to historically high levels
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People are concerned about inequality for a number of
reasons
• Social justice—not knowing where you would start in
life, you would opt for a more equal society
• Economic growth—extreme levels of inequality may
retard long run rates of growth (OECD)
• Democratic health—the very rich may enjoy access to
levers of power that preserve their income/wealth
• Happiness—when inequality rises, countries don’t get
happier as they get wealthier
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Some evidence suggests that more equal societies are
also more economically mobile
The “Great Gatsby Curve”

Intergenerational
income mobility
versus inequality,
OECD nations
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2 | Why care about inequality in cities?
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Most of the U.S. economy is in cities and urban regions

% of U.S. Total
Land area

13%

Population

67%

Jobs

69%

GDP

76%

100 largest U.S. metropolitan areas
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Inequality can affect availability/quality/price of locallyprovided goods and services
• Unequal cities face challenges in maintaining mixedincome school environments that help poor kids learn
• Unequal cities may have too narrow a tax base from
which to reliably fund essential city services
• Unequal cities may fail to offer housing and
neighborhoods that enable people to remain in the city as
they move into the middle class
• Unequal cities raise the retail prices that poor households
pay for local goods and services
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Inequality is also an increasingly prominent feature of the
local political/policy landscape
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3 | How unequal are cities?
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The 95/20 ratio provides an accessible way of measuring
local inequality
$200,000
$180,000
$160,000
$140,000
$120,000
$100,000
$80,000
$60,000
$40,000
$20,000
$0
20%

95%

95/20 ratio = $190,000 ÷ $16,000 = 11.9
16

Big cities and metro areas are more unequal than the
U.S. overall

11.8
9.3

9.7

95/20 household
income ratio,
2014

United States

Large metro areas

Big cities
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City inequality per Leo Tolstoy

All equal cities are alike;
each unequal city is
unequal in its own way.

[adapted from Anna Karenina]
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The most unequal cities are economically and
geographically diverse
City

20% income

95% income

95/20 ratio

$11,940

$266,220

17.8

2 New Orleans, LA

11,470

203,380

17.7

3 Atlanta, GA

16,060

281,650

17.5

4 Cincinnati, OH

10,450

164,410

15.7

5 Providence, RI

12,800

196,690

15.4

6 New Haven, CT

12,290

187,980

15.3

7 Washington, DC

21,230

320,680

15.1

8 Miami, FL

12,260

184,280

15.0

9 San Francisco, CA

26,370

383,200

14.5

17,690

249,610

14.1

1 Boston, MA

10 New York, NY
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The most equal cities are geographically large and
mostly in the South and West
City

20% income

95% income

95/20 ratio

$21,790

$172,040

7.9

89 Omaha, NE

21,190

166,460

7.9

90 Provo, UT

20,540

159,690

7.8

91 Riverside, CA

24,670

178,920

7.3

92 Des Moines, IA

20,060

143,090

7.1

93 Cape Coral, FL

23,500

165,700

7.1

94 Palm Bay, FL

22,010

142,160

6.5

95 Oxnard, CA

29,730

186,030

6.3

96 Virginia Beach, VA

33,760

203,760

6.0

97 Deltona, FL

19,690

108,300

5.5

88 Las Vegas, NV
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Most unequal cities have smaller middle classes
Boston

Las Vegas

New Orleans

Omaha

Atlanta

Riverside

Washington

Des Moines

Miami

Virginia Beach
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

0%

100%

Lower-middle income

40%

60%

80%

100%

Share of households

Share of households

Low income

20%

Middle income

Upper-middle income

High income
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Falling incomes for low earners have driven increasing
inequality in many cities
20th percentile

95th percentile
10

Percent
change in
income, 20th
and 95th
percentile
households,
selected cities,
2007-2014

5

3

-3
-7

-6
-9
-16

-26
New Orleans

-25
Cincinnati

Washington

New York

St. Louis
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4 | Does city inequality matter?
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On balance, higher-inequality metros seem to exhibit
less intergenerational income mobility
Inequality vs. Mobility, 100 Largest Metro Areas

51

47

Inequality
versus rate of
upward
mobility for
poor children,
100 largest
metro areas

43

39

35

0.13

0.15

0.17

0.19

0.21

0.23

0.25

0.27

0.29

Average Gini Coefficient, 1980 and 2011
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Housing is also less affordable to the poor in highinequality cities

60%
52%
48%

50%

Ratio of 20th
percentile rents
to 20th percentile
incomes by level
of city inequality,
2014

44%
39%

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Most unequal
cities

Least unequal
cities
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5 | What should cities do about inequality?
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My view: Inequality is a useful narrative tool, but not a
useful policy target for cities

• The bulk of inequality differences and changes are
driven by top incomes
• It’s difficult for cities to limit and/or massively
redistribute top incomes
• People and businesses are relatively mobile across
jurisdictions
• Driving away high-paying jobs or high-paid residents
could hurt in the long run
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There may be better frames for city-level action to
address the challenges of inequality
Affordability

Mobility and Opportunity

Does the city provide
housing and neighborhood
options accessible to an
income-diverse set of
households?

Does the city provide
ladders of opportunity that
help lower-income
residents move into the
middle class?
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Strategy: Raising low-end pay

• 34 cities and counties currently have minimum wage
laws (up from five in 2011)
• More big cities are considering significant increases in
minimum wages and mandatory benefits (e.g., sick and
parental leave)
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Strategy: Improving job quality/preparedness

Chicago City Colleges
Reinvention initiative
• City of Chicago has aligned each of its seven
community colleges with a priority sector for local
economic development (e.g., advanced manufacturing,
health care, logistics, professional services)
• Each college has a “center of excellence,” in one of
seven occupational clusters, that works closely with
industry partners
3
0

Strategy: Improving housing affordability

• New York City has adopted sweeping zoning reforms to
increase supply and mandate provision of affordable units
as part of new development
• Seattle has proposed an expanded local housing levy to
produce and preserve permanently affordable rental units
3
1

www.brookings.edu/metro
aberube@brookings.edu
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